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ANNA AKHMATOVA: A SYMPOSIUM
This might have been a year to do a symposium on T. S. Eliot,
whose centenary occurs in 1988. We suspect, however, that if
anything there will be too much attention — conferences, special
issues of periodicals, memorial lectures, etc. — paid to the Old
Possum from St. Louis. Meanwhile, Anna Akhmatova's hun-
dredth birthday, coming in June, seems likely to pass with a min-
imum of comment.
There are plausible reasons for this situation. Eliot looms all
too clearly as a cultural presence, good and bad, on our twentieth-
century horizon, while Akhmatova, whose language so few of us
read, eludes us in her many translators and the few things writ-
ten about her in English. It is easy to grow discouraged about
making a good acquaintance with her work. And yet, as this
group of essays by American poets shows, the pursuit is not
fruitless and the acquaintance is very much worthwhile. Akh-
matova's place in history and in her own literature is secure, and
it remains for us to find out what she has to offer us, even if
through the problematic medium of translation.
Indeed, two of these poets have been moved to translate
Akhmatova, as have other poets like Stanley Kunitz and Jane
Kenyon. Judith Hemschemeyer's versions will appear next year
from Zephyr Press, while Lenore Mayhew's manuscript
of Akhmatova poems, done in collaboration with William
McNaughton, is scheduled for publication next spring in FIELD'S
own Translation Series. Both volumes promise to enhance our
sense of the poet's career and work, and to add to the growing
literature in English on the poet.
Introducing our Marianne Moore symposium last year, we
noted that while Moore had been canonical for some time, it was
as if our true acquaintance with her was just getting under way.
Akhmatova too is someone we have known about without really
knowing her poems. May this gathering of tributes and explora-
tions bring us closer to her as a living, working poet, a presence,
finally, who is our compatriot too.
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EVENING
In the garden there were snatches of music
Wordless, melancholy.
The sharp fresh odors of the sea
Rose from oysters on cracked ice.
He said to me,
"I am your faithful friend,"
And touched my dress:
Unlike an embrace
The touch of that hand.
So one pets a cat or a bird
So one looks
at well-built circus riders.
And in his tranquil eyes there was laughter
Under lashes of light gold.
And behind the drifting smoke
The voices of nostalgic violins sang
"Give thanks, thanks to the Gods —
For the first time
You are alone
with your love."
translated by Lenore Mayhew
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Lenore Mayhew
IMAGES FROM A LIFE
When Anna Akhmatova was about seventeen she was infat-
uated with Vladimir Golenishchev-Kutuzov and for months
wrote letters to her brother-in-law begging for a picture of her
beloved. The extravagant note of thanks which she sent off
when the picture finally arrived has in its several hints that tempt
us to suppose that Golenishchev-Kutuzov could be the hero of
the poem, ''Evening." "In it," she says of the photograph, "he is
exactly as I knew him, loved him, and so madly feared him: ele-
gant and so indifferently cold, he looks at me with the tired, calm
gaze of light short-sighted eyes." Yes, that could be Kutuzov . . .
a promising candidate for "unlike an embrace/The touch of that
hand." But perhaps when the violins say, "Give thanks, thanks to
the Gods," she is instead with her first husband. Lev Gumilev.
Akhmatova's love poetry was drawn from life, mostly hers, but it
is not always possible to trace the connections.
However it was made and whomever it is about, "Evening" is
an in-depth moment, spontaneous and perfectly realized. The
oysters and the laughing eyes, the drifting smoke all draw us in.
It is like reading jottings in an intimate diary, or like participating
in a scene from Anna Karenina. It was Mandelstam who first em-
phasized Akhmatova's debt to the tradition of the nineteenth-
century novel: "The roots of her poetry are in prose fiction . . .
the concern for tangible realities, objects, and events."
Akhmatova once criticized someone else's poetry as having
"not enough zagodka." Zagodka — puzzle or mystery. As she her-
self used simple language, exact rhythms, strict meters, and
short sentences and Mandelstam praises her for her tangible
realities, how does she achieve in her own pages the mystery she
found missing in other people's work? It is a large subject and a
puzzle in itself. But it is instructive to notice how inventive she is
in the use of the details of her own history.
Perhaps she is most inventive in the use of details when she
is consistently persistent about leaving them out. There is a
fragmentary quality in these jottings, these scenes that make up
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an Akhmatova poem. Objects, events, and characters have been
omitted. We feel their existence but can't find them on the page.
The images that are there, however, have a strange aptness to
this missing context. This way of constructing poems may owe
something to Akhmatova's having been a member of the Poets'
Guild, an association of Russian imagist poets. The Russian im-
agists (if we may call them that, and as there are such startling
parallels in intention and practice I think perhaps we can) had a
different world for their literary ideals. Their word was acmeism,
from acme, meaning "point, prime, flower, edge." The explana-
tion I like best is that the acmeist poem is supposed to be like the
tip of an iceberg. Only one-ninth of its mass juts out of the water,
but the submerged eight-ninths is also present. Akhmatova
often writes this sort of iceberg poem in her pursuit of zngodkn.
She tells us what she wants to tell us, shedding only such light as
will render, but at the same time conceal, enchant, and mystify.
In the lovely "Under the frozen roof ..." the sense of
some larger story is particularly strong;
Under the frozen roof of this deserted house
I stop counting the dead days.
I read the Acts of the Apostles.
I read the Singer of the Psalms.
And the stars are blue, and the frost like feathers
And our meetings, miraculous
— and each more than the last
And in my Bible
A leaf from the red maple
Marks the Song of Songs.
{trnnslnted by Lenore hAayhcw)
Here there is a deepening of mystery by the use of another tech-
nique — choosing words that carry a double level of meaning.
The poem, which has throughout presented a puzzling and effec-
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tive juxtaposition of eros and divinity, ends by calling up both
simultaneously, with the four words, ''the Song of Songs.
In all her poetry juxtaposition of images is a productive tech-
nique. The diversity, the suddenness of particular details is often
astonishing. She never wrote poems with the "boring unity of
surface" which Pound warns against. Unity should be not at the
surface but in the connections underneath: in "Evening," for in-
stance, where the ice under the oysters suggests possible ironies
in "I am your faithful friend."
Louis Simpson speaks of the "secret affinity of things."
Mostly secret affinities by their very nature cannot be traced.
The secret remains and contributes to Akhmatova's beloved za-
godka. But sometimes if we pry a little we can guess at these affini-
ties and uncover the source of power in a particular image. The
maple leaf in "Under the frozen roof . . . " in its autumnal qual-
ity connects to "the dead days" and "the frost like feathers" and to
"this deserted house," and in its redness and in its possible impli-
cation in some incident unspecified connects to "our meetings,
miraculous," so that when we find it, this maple leaf, marking the
Song of Songs, it has the rightness of a thing ordained.
The same unity in diversity which can be found in "Under
the frozen roof ..." and other individual poems is also a qual-
ity in the connections of her love poetry. In each collection there
is an accumulation in the inter-relatedness of events and images
that gives an illusion of wholeness and of narrative in spite of all
that has been neither explained nor spoken about.
Akhmatova had an extraordinary gift for choosing or invent-
ing apt details, an enviable virtuosity in their use, and no doubt
that understanding of "the secret affinity of things" that Louis
Simpson says makes a poet's images alive.
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'TLOWERS AND NON-LIVING THINGS
Flowers and non-living things
Make pleasant odors in the house.
By the garden beds, multi-colored vegetables
Lie in piles on the black earth.
Cold still hangs in the air
But they take away the matting from the seed-beds.
Near here is a pond, a pond
Whose mud is like brocade.
And the boy says to me with fear.
Very excited and hushed,
"A. big carp lives in there
With his great big carp wife."




I do not read Russian. In front of a printed Akhmatova poem,
I neither hear its rhythm nor see its images; nor do my insect
feelers sense its flavor. To have the poem at all, I must depend on
translations.
At the moment I am reading and rereading an Akhmatova
poem that I think I like very much, an untitled poem from Rosary,
dated 1913, an '"in Just —" spring poem about a boy and a carp. I
have before me three translations, by Walter Arndt, Lyn Coffin,
and Lenore Mayhew. Each contains the same early spring scene:
inside a house flowers and other sweet-smelling things make
pleasure; outside are orchards, dug vegetables, newly-opened
hot beds and a pond. A boy tells ''me," in some excitement, that a
large carp and its female live in that pond. Here are the other two
versions:
By smells of blooming things and dead
This home is pleasantly pervaded.
All bright against each black-earth bed
Heaped vegetables have been spaded.
The air still runs with veins of cool.
But hot-beds glint, no longer padded.
There is a pool, the kind of pool
Whose muddy slicknesses look plaided.
A boy had seen beneath its glass
And whispers to me in a sweat
That in there lives a giant bass
With his enormous bassinette.
translated by Walter Arndt
The smell of inanimate things and flowers
Is pleasant in this pleasant home.
In the orchard, by beds and bowers.
Mounds of bright vegetables lie on the loam.
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The air's still cool but they weren't afraid.
They uncovered the hothouses yesterday.
There's a little pond, about which I'll say
Just that its slime looks like green brocade.
A little boy, frightened, as if on a dare.
Told me with an excitement that carried.
That a giant carp is living in there
Along with the lady carp he married.
translated hy Lyn Coffin
These translations are so different from each other that I am only
sure that if I feel delights, they may be unjustified, and if I have
demurs, they may be undeserved. But I record them anyway, if
only to record how many ways a reader may doubt when her only
access to a poem is three other readers.
First, the facts: The pleasant house is essentially the same in
all three translations, and in the garden the earth is black, but the
vegetables are "bright" in Arndt and Coffin and "multi-colored"
in Mayhew. And the pond has "muddy slicknesses [which] look
plaided" in Arndt, "slime [that] looks like green brocade" in Cof-
fin and "mud . . . like brocade" in Mayhew. I don't know
whether to see a bare, wet rim, with some sort of pattern (peb-
bles, runlets?), or a pond slimed over with algae, as many Ohio
ponds are in summer. A boy tells "me" about the carp, but I don't
know whether he is Arndt's "a boy," Coffin's "little boy," or May-
hew's "the boy," only that he could not have been Akhmatova's
own son, who was not born until 1912. Nor do I know whether
Arndt's "whispers to me in a sweat" or Coffin's "frightened, as if
on a dare, /Told me with an excitement that carried"or Mayhew's
"with fear, /Very excited and hushed" are mostly real fear, mostly
dare or mostly a boy's pleasurable titillation meant to scare me.
These are cc:>nfusions of meaning which affect tone. But
there are also great variations of tone where meaning is agreed,
chiefly caused by variations of connotation and sound. The three
terms the translators use for the female carp are especially di-
verse (perverse?). Arndt, evidently considering the poem a light
and witty one, and following a regular end-rhyme pattern, calls
the carp a bass and his female a bassinette. Is the Russian word for
female bass the same as the Russian word for baby basket? If not,
the pun is merely gross in an English translation. Coffin calls the
female ''the lady carp he married." Is the child's emphasis so much
on the social proprieties if he is really frightened? Mayhew comes
closest to what one might expect from a frightened child. Her
speaker's report of what the child said sounds as if she had really
heard it from a child. The one word wife leaves most emphasis on
the great bigness of the pair, as a Dane in Beowulf might point in
a tense whisper to the pool where Grendel lived with his great big
mother.
The needs of rhyme and meter make Coffin's translation
seem labored and inconsistent. The triple gallop of "Mounds of
bright vegetables lie on the loam" is a jolt from the first lines and
does not suit the meaning. After all, the vegetables are as still as
the flowers in their vases. The half line, "About which I'll say," in
stanza two, sounds like a filler to extend the line and find a rhyme
for yesterday. It adds nothing to the meaning. And "with an ex-
citement that carried," in stanza three, is surely redundant, but it
rhymes with married. This translation seems to struggle. One
does not feel that the translator has been moved to enjoy either
spring's pleasure or its threat.
Mayhew's translation has dropped exact rhyme, but most of
the lines have four major stresses. The first stanza sets the ear
for it. But the third line and the sixth can barely be squeezed into
that rhythm. One wonders why, since line six wouldn't miss the
away from "take away," and in line three "In the garden" could
almost replace "By the garden beds," though I confess I can think
of no single-accent word for multi-colored except the bright that
Arndt and Coffin used. But the language in Mayhew's transla-
tion is as simple and timeless as English can be, and the sentences
short and as little modified as possible. The tone is very close to
the tone of the actual experience as it would happen to a child's
senses: The house smells good. Outside are mounds of vege-
tables, open seed beds, black earth. It's cold. There's a pond.
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'Took, a big carp lives in there/' Sensation with pleasure and fear,
felt simultaneously by child and reader, with no interference
from the translator.
Mayhew's translation is clearly my favorite — except for
multi-colored. But where is Akhmatova while one ignorant reader
and three translators (with others in the wings) construct their
own poems from hers? Though I have selected bits of each, my
struggles have not fused them. I'm not even sure that I have had
her poem at all. I'm not even sure that I could have it all even if I
had grown up in northern Russia. But I do have a poem, partly
mine, partly Coffin's and Arndt's and Mayhew's and partly
Akhmatova's. It is an experience of pleasant smells, mounds of
bright turnips and potatoes dug from black earth, a pond rimmed
with silky mud, and an excited child pointing and whispering, "A
big carp lives in there/With his great big carp wife."
Akhmatova's speaker seems delighted, a bit amused, a touch
scared. And I, scarved in three layers of translation, am delighted,
amused, and a touch scared too.
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I DONT SPEAK WITH ANYONE FOR A WEEK"
I don't speak with anyone for a week.
I just sit on a stone by the sea.
It pleases me that the green waves' spray
is salt like my tears.
Springs and winters passed, but somehow
I only remembered one spring.
The nights became warmer, the snow began to thaw.
I went out to look at the moon.
Meeting me alone in the young pines
a stranger asked me quietly:
'Are you the one I searched for everywhere,
for whom since my earliest days
I have been glad and grieved — as though for a dear sister?'
I answered the stranger, 'No!'
And when the light from the heavens shone on his face
I gave him my hands.
He gave me a secret ring
to guard me against love.
And he told me four landmarks
where we must meet again:
the sea, the curving bay, the high lighthouse,
and — most important — the wormwood . . .
Let my life end as it began,
I have told what I know: Amen!
translated by Richard McKane
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Marcia Southwick
A SLAB OF CLAY, A HANDFUL OF DUST
The speaker opens the poem by saying that she doesn't speak.
Somehow she's both inside and outside of the experience at once,
and the double perspective is what keeps the poem from becom-
ing overly personal or confessional. The tone, in any case, re-
mains buoyant, almost casual, in spite of the darker emotions at
stake.
The double perspective is furthered by a shift to the past
tense: "Springs and winters passed, but somehow/ 1 only remem-
bered one spring." She could have said that she remembers one
spring, but here the past tense makes the incident with the
stranger seem like a memory of a memory. In spite of the distanc-
ing, however, the incident stays in focus, almost as though
viewed from far away through binoculars. No intensity is lost.
The lenses are bright and clean. The poet presents the intricate
details of the stranger's conversation:
"
'Are you the one I
searched for everywhere,/ for whom since my earliest days/ I
have been glad and grieved — as though for a dear sister?' " The
answer is liberating — a breathing space that allows us to imag-
ine other possibilities. What if the speaker had said, "Yes!"? The
incident would have turned into a miracle.
Nadezhda Mandelstam, Akhmatova's close friend, spoke
about miracles in her memoirs: "What are people left with in the
fairy tales after their three wishes have come true? What be-
comes, in the morning, of the gold obtained in the night from the
lame man? It turns into a slab of clay, or a handful of dust. The
only good life is one in which there is no need for miracles." In
Akhmatova's poems, miracles don't happen. Wishing for them is
a useless activity. On an artistic level, the poet is also saying "no,
along with the figure inside the poem who is remembering the
story. But the poet, from a perspective outside of the events, is
resisting impulses that might have led the narrative into the un-
real world of fairytales.
The Acmeists didn't believe in unreal worlds. They thought
that such visions were reserved for the Symbolists. According to
Gumilyov, the Acmeists were seeking "a direction requiring a
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greater equilibrium of powers and a more exact knowledge of the
relationship between subject and object than was the case in
Symbolism." They wanted accurately expressed relationships
between word and "thing." Osip Mandelstam said:
Let us take for example the rose and the sun, a girl and a
dove. There is nothing real or genuine here, only a ter-
rible contredanse of "correspondences" nodding at each
other. . . . Nothing wants to be itself anymore. . . .
A man is no longer master in his own house. . . . The
household utensils have gone on strike. The broom has
ceased sweeping, the pot refuses to boil, and requires
the householder to contemplate its absolute signifi-
cance.
The "things" in Akhmatova's poem do not go on strike. The four
landmarks are just that: four landmarks. If the poem is difficult to
interpret in places, most likely the problems are caused by the
nearly impossible task of translating Russian into English. The
phrase "light from the heavens" is probably too other-worldly
for an Acmeist. A Russian friend tells me that a literal translation
would be: light from under the sky. And the last two lines of the
poem are troublesome. Apparently, in the original, there is no
pronoun "my," so perhaps the lines are referring not to the
speaker's life, but to life in general. If so, the stranger could be
saying, "Let life end as it began," and the speaker at the end of the
poem could be describing her own reply: "And I said that I know:
Amen."
What does Gumilyov's phrase "equilibrium of powers"
mean? And how does it relate to a "knowledge of the relationship
between subject and object"? Akhmatova's skill in balancing out
opposing forces in the poem contributes to our sense that the
speaker is able to perceive herself as other. She is both subject and
object at the same time. She describes her own tears, and yet as if
witnessing herself from the perspective of someone else, she no-
tices the resemblance between her tears and the waves' spray.
Also, there is tension between autobiography and invention.
Where, exactly, is the boundary that separates fiction and fact?
The life of the poet enters powerfully, if indirectly, affecting the
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mood and overall sense of loss in the poem. And the invented
experience refers back to the life it ventures away from, calling to
mind what we know about Akhmatova's personal life: her mar-
riage ended in divorce a year after this poem was written. It
seems right, given the situation, for the speaker to accept a "se-
cret ring" that would protect or "guard" her "against love."
The poem is a haunting one, partly because of what we
know, in retrospect, about the poet's future: she would suffer the
execution of Gumilyov, and the imprisonment of her son. Noth-
ing would guard her against history. Considering the tragic cir-
cumstances, wouldn't it have been natural to wish, at times, that
life would "end as it began" — without love?
20
TERROR, FINGERING THINGS IN THE DARK
Terror, fingering things in the dark.
Leads the moonbeam to an ax.
Behind the wall there's an ominous knock —
What's there, a ghost, a thief, rats?
In the sweltering kitchen, water drips.
Counting the rickety floorboards.
Someone with a glossy black beard
Flashes by the attic window —
And becomes still. How cunning he is, and evil.
He hid the matches and blew out the candle.
How much better would be the gleam of the barrels
Of rifles leveled at my breast.
Better, in the grassy square.
To be flattened on the raw wood scaffold
And, amid cries of joy and moans.
Pour out my life's blood there.
I press the smooth cross to my heart:
God, restore peace to my soul.
The odor of decay, sickeningly sweet.
Rises from the clammy sheets.
August 27-28, 1921
Tsarskoye Selo
translated by Judith Hemschemeyer
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Judith Hemschemeyer
A POET AND HER COUNTRY
The years of World War I and the revolution and its after-
math were the years in which Anna Akhmatova divorced her
first husband, Nikolay Gumilyov, traveled through the south
of Russia with her dear friend, the critic Nikolay Nedobrovo, met
and fell in love with the artist Boris Anrep, and then fell under
the spell of the scholar Vladimir Shileyko, whom she married in
1918. Akhmatova wrote very few poems in 1918, 1919 and 1920.
Then came 1921, a watershed year for her. In August of that
year, Alexander Blok, exhausted and embittered, died at the age
of 41 and Nikolay Gumilyov was arrested and executed on
charges of counter-revolutionary activity.
For Akhmatova, the Terror had begun and in answer, her
voice rang out again. Here is a poem written, according to the
most reliable dating, when Gumilyov was under arrest; it antici-
pates his execution.
You are no longer among the living.
You cannot rise from the snow.
Twenty-eight bayonets.
Five bullets.
A bitter new shirt
For my beloved I sewed.
The Russian earth loves, loves
Droplets of blood.
August 16, 1921
But what happened to this outcry? According to Amanda
Haight, Akhmatova's biographer, Akhmatova deliberately al-
tered the dating of this poem to 1914 when including it in her
next volume. Anno Domini MCMXXl, published in Petrograd in
1922.
The reason is obvious. As a poem written in 1914, it could, by
some stretch of the imagination, be a lament for a fallen Russian
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soldier by his understandably embittered wife or sweetheart. As
a report of the truth of the events of August 1921, it is itself
counter-revolutionary.
So it is not surprising to find Akhmatova, as the former wife
of Gumilyov and the mother of his son Lev (b. 1912), resorting to
ante-dating as a form of self-censorship. With her talent for
prescience, Akhmatova felt that Gumilyov's death was the first
of many, and that the comparative freedom for writers and intel-
lectuals in the early Twenties would not last. Still, her need to tell
the truth forced her to come back again to the subject of Gumi-
lyov's death. "Terror, fingering things in the dark" was written a
few days after his execution.
This poem was first published in a journal in 1921, but with-
out stanza four. Because Akhmatova resorted to Aesopian lan-
guage, a common device of Russian writers, the poem could, es-
pecially without the fourth stanza, be a sort of fairy tale about a
lonely woman imagining the attack of a midnight assassin. But
stanza four describes a public execution and, in the line
"
. . . amid cries of joy and moans," Akhmatova's ambivalence
toward this practice; it is probably for this reason that the editors
of the journal omitted it. The last stanza contains one of Akh-
matova's most powerfully telescoped images. The "odor of de-
cay," I think, refers to two corpses, that of Gumilyov, who had
once shared her bed and would, indeed, already be rotting, and
her own precariously alive, sweating body, which she fears will
soon join his in the grave.
Because of Gumilyov's execution, Akhmatova was thrust
into the turmoil of the Terror almost a decade before most of her
fellow writers and artists. And despite the fact that she was pub-
licly stifled in the Twenties and Thirties, placed under surveil-
lance and subject to sporadic room searches, she continued to
write poems bearing witness to her country's travail.
Why would anyone who didn't have to endure such pain
choose to endure it? Why did Akhmatova, who had many oppor-
tunities to leave Russia with various friends, choose to remain? A
reading of the poems shows, I think, that Akhmatova simply
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never considered leaving. She had what her friend Osip Mandel-
stam believed every true poet must have: faith in the sacramental
character of poetry and a sense of responsibility for everything
that happens in this world.
Akhmatova's patience and stamina are legendary. The best
tribute to her that I have read comes from Nadezhda Mandel-
stam in her second book of memoirs, Hope Abandoned:"One way or
another I expect I shall now live out my life to the end, spurred on
by the memory of Akhmatova's Russian powers of endurance; it
was her boast to have so exasperated the accusers who had de-
nounced her and her poetry that they all died before her of heart
attacks."
{Excerpt from an essay entitled,
“A Poet and Her Country: Anna
Akhmatova's Early Political Poems”)
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MY DOOR
A face or leg
on the frieze under the green roof of the customs building
caught my eye
and I saw the striped, weather-beaten flag;
its frayed, leading edge was a rainbowy blue-black blur,
a halyard clanked on the pole.
The orange haze that drifts up off the river
in late spring, usually, still dimmed the streets.
The sky was a watery green, the flag kept heaving and
snapping;
I was afraid, suspicious, and held my breath.
I remember, too,
seeing myself as a child at the seashore,
my bare feet cool, sliding around in cracked leather shoes,
my braided hair
coiled back in a tight, shiny, coal-hard knot.
No images of death.
I was running; whatever filled my head
I sang; I saw myself
looking out my door
at the plump, silvery, turnip-shaped domes of the Chersonese
temple,
glowing above all the houses,
and I thought
not to have fame and happiness is a worse despair
than loving them, these vices, as much as I do.
I think of the gentleness of snow, I see us
stop and hold each other. Raw, night air.
The sting of blown snow. Hollowness. Guns.
A dream of being somewhere else,
in a leveled city, that feels when I wake
as if 1 will never be the same now
but can t explain why, can^t get up.
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and when I do, finally, in the sluggish, bleary dawn,
can't recognize at first, looking into
the mirror above the sink, who it is: that flag —
I still sense its agony —
and the face and leg
(what's left of a story
about heroes, wives, chariots, battle scenes)
connected to no one
up there in the blurred stone,
down here among us,
some happiness annihilating us, stealing our identity






TRANSLATION AND THE EGG
"some happiness annihilating us, stealing our
identity . . .
"
Of the six shapes in nature, three — the spiral, the meander,
and the branching — are open forms, and three — the circle, the
hexagon, and the egg — are closed. Of these six, no doubt the egg
is the most enigmatic. Its oval-curved surface as it lies, for in-
stance, in a nest, can withstand many, many times its weight
without cracking. In fact you can perch at least five generations,
quail, ducks, eagles, whatever, in a kind of high-wire pyramid,
like the Great Wallendas, on an egg and it still will not break. It is
simply the hardest shape in nature to violate.
On the other hand, the offspring inside, coming to the end of
its gestation and having, therefore, begun to starve and suffo-
cate, initiates a weak, sporadic struggle, its relatively soft beak
tapping against the inner surface, which, surprisingly, gives eas-
ily. The shell may be fractured at only one or two points before
the chick inhales, rolls out, and lies still a while. Then it gets up
nonchalantly and walks away. The egg is also the most efficient
form to escape.
Last spring, having studied for a time the six shapes in na-
ture, I introduced them to my undergraduate poetry-writing
students in our discussions of existing and free verse forms. It
seemed to me that after Darwin, we must be fatally arrogant or
ignorant if we believe that our own intuitions and impulses in
seeking out a language and a context for that language did not
singularly or in combination discover these. If we human beings
must credit ourselves with an additional form, the square, we
must understand that it is really only an ''off-shoot," so to speak,
a reshaping of the circle with the help of the hexagon. And ac-
cording to non-Euclidian, or elliptical geometry, the surface of
the sphere (or planet) precludes a straight line. Thus, if language
is linear . . . But I'm losing my point here.
As our poetry class discussions progressed, we looked for
poems whose content pushed their forms toward open or closed
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language. Roethke's greenhouse poems and their literal branch-
ings and blossomings led us to 'The Lost Son" and finally, "The
Far Field," extended works that meandered and turned and
circled the recent and far past. Dickinson's sprung rhythms and
half-rhymes took on cellular, hexagonal patterns. Bishop's "The
Fish," "The Bight," "Invitation to Miss Marianne Moore," and
others spiraled through a series of comparisons until the similes
themselves, poem by poem, became a kind of parallel spine that
branched and overlaid the literal text. The more we searched, the
more we found that our very vocabulary, inside or out of such a
discussion, incorporated the six natural shapes, just as, for in-
stance, none of us could ever avoid incorporating musical terms
— rhythm, cadence, caesura — or visually artistic terms — com-
position, texture, surface.
But the egg remained for us an enigma because of its inher-
ent three-dimensional qualities and because of the powerful dy-
namics of its outside and inside. It occurred to me much later,
after the semester was over, that the egg may be the shape by
which we can come to understand and appreciate the difficulties
and discoveries a taut and inspired translation offers us.
Maybe you've listened, like me, to the endless academic argu-
ment that there is no such thing as a good translation. Recently 1
took part in a conference in Fano, Italy, an exchange of American
and Italian poetry. A teacher named Cosma Siani had generously
translated a number of our American poems, and one morning
we sat in a medieval church around a huge table, flanked with
Northern Italian wildflowers, and combed Cosma's efforts. As
we talked, the old academic argument loomed darkly. How, for
instance, in one of William Matthews' poems, could the phrase
"flat drinks" be translated precisely? The Italians could think of
no comparable description that had the same efficient, off-hand,
and perfectly cynical tone. The nature of their language with its
many words so musically superceding one of ours seemed to pro-
hibit an economical and accurate translation. Another passionate
discussion arose — with much passing of the microphone over
Yusef Komunyakaa's poem entitled "Prisoners, from a forth-
coming collection set in Vietnam. What ions a cvonknsnck, anyway?
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And later, what did one of us mean by "'skin-the cat"? Happily,
my ten-year-old, Stephen, was along on the trip and demon-
strated this little gymnastic for Cosma, but our translator still
worried that his work, though perhaps capturing the meaning,
violated the hammer-line diction of the term.
In the end, Cosma, with the help of the rest of us, Americans
and Italians alike, did the best he could to our great satisfaction.
Without qualification it seemed to us — especially those of us
with little or no experience in translation — that there would
inevitably be certain inaccuracies which violated either the music
or meaning of a line. Resonances and puns, subtle tonal qualities
would be missed. After all, each language had its own particular,
simultaneously evolving etymologies, its own slang, its own
closure. But this wasn't the point, was it? Or not the whole point.
If it was, we had no business being there. What we were after was
something else, something that lay inside the hard surface of
each language, inside, even, the words of the individual piece, the
poem.
This may sound to some of you — especially those of you
who are efficiently bi- or tri-lingual — like a language-poor
woman's rationalization. Admittedly, I read a little Italian, a little
French. On the other hand, that our fluent English-speaking Ital-
ian translator's background was Oxford, not Ohio or Louisiana
or Missouri or California, only compounded the problem. Any
language is a trap insofar as we remain hopelessly literal-minded
about it. But there are other ways to leave a house than through
the front door.
Not unlike a powerful persona, a powerful translation ad-
mits to its blurred edges just as, it seems to me, a powerful poet
admits, in one way or another, to an inadequacy in relationship to
his or her subjects. Such an admission can become part of the
authenticity of a text. For instance, I was taken, some years back,
by Stephen Berg's With Akhmatova at the Black Gates, a collection
which Berg calls "variations" written out of Richard McKane's
translations from the Russian of Akhmatova. "I think," writes
Berg in his afterword, "I believed dimly that I was being released
from myself by these poems when, in fact, I was merely discover-
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ing, hearing from a part of myself I did not remember or yet
know." As I quote Berg, Tm remembering Jarrell's "Seele im
Raum," Merwin's "Departure's Girlfriend," Pound's "The River
Merchant's Wife," all "variations" of one kind or another that
risk the language and/or gender barrier to speak from human
issues so pressing that, yes, it's hard to know where the poet's
voice ceases and the persona's begins and vice-versa. Somehow
one keeps making it possible for the other to go on.
In With Akhmatova . . . the layering of voices is perhaps
more complicated as we move from Akhmatova to McKane to
Berg. "The mixture is infinite," he admits, "the many sources
unclear." Near the end of the collection, a poem entitled "My
Door" seems to me to be a moving celebration of this blurring of
identities. "The striped, weather-beaten flag . . . The orange
haze that drifts up from the river . . . Hollowness. Guns . . .
a leveled city . . . "are merely a stark, anonymous and timeless
arena in which the intimate act of writing becomes suddenly,
startlingly possible. In fact, the poem's faceless objects and imag-
ery are at odds with the particular, the exposed privacy of the
voice. "I was afraid," says the poet (Akhmatova? McKane?
Berg?), "suspicious, and held my breath."
How like the problem presented to each of us through the
act of writing and translating is the subtext or secret subject of
this poem:
the face or leg
on the frieze . . .
(what's left of a story
about heroes, wives, chariots, battle scenes)
connected to no one
up there in the blurred stone
down here among us . . .
The poem's rhetorical structure — simply a "then/now situation
— further illuminates the poet's confusion. The face that looks
back from "the mirror above the sink" is at first glance unrecog-
nizable, as disparate and as dream-like as the formal setting for
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the poem. But it is this confusion that gives way to the poem's
emotional clarity and gravity:
that flag —
I still sense its agony . . .
some happiness annihilating us, stealing our identity
as I stand here — belonging to the face that looks into
my face —
saying this.
In "My Door," the escape from one language into another,
and from one identity into another, actually relies on the indis-
tinct, ambiguous nature of translation and inspiration. The poet,
Berg, authenticates the discovery of the self inside a foreign,
chaotic context — war and its aftermath — and inside a time
beyond him by authenticating, simply, "the moment of change"
inside his own experiences, memories, sense of aging, "that feels
when I wake/ as if I will never be the same now/ but can't explain
why, can't get up. . . ." Thus, by the end of the poem, Akhmat-
ova, McKane, and Berg have been so absorbed into the text that
"My Door" has become, itself, a point of view. The speakers and
the words are one, looking back now, in strange chorus, at the
reader. The most valuable poetry we have, I think, in any lan-
guage, is the work that makes new poems possible. Translation is





Memories have three eras.
The first feels like yesterday.
A blessed dome of memories
Shades the soul, the body luxuriates.
Laughter hasn't died away, tears still flow.
The inkspot hasn't been wiped off the table yet —
And like an imprint on the heart, the kiss
Is singular, valedictory, unforgettable . . .
But this doesn't last long . . .
The dome's disappeared, instead
Somewhere in the godforsaken suburbs
There's a secluded house
Where it's cold in winter, hot in summer.
Where a spider lives, and dust covers everything.
Where passionate letters decay.
Portraits change on the sly.
Like people who visit graves
And come home to soap their hands
And shake a superficial teardrop
Off their tired eyelids, sighing heavily . . .
But the clock ticks, one spring replaces itself
With another, the sky turns pink.
Names of cities change.
And there's no one left who saw it.
No one to cry with, no one to remember with.
And the shadows we no longer summon
Walk slowly away from us
Because their return would be terrifying.
And once awake, we see we even forgot
The way to that secluded house,
And gasping with anger and shame.
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We run there but (the way dreams go)
Everything's different: people, things, walls.
And no one knows us — we're strangers.
We ended up at the wrong place . . . My God!
And this is the worst part:
We recognize we can't fit that past
Into the border of our lives.
It's almost as alien to us
As to our next door neighbor.
And we wouldn't recognize the dead.
And those we had to part with
Got along splendidly without us — everything
Was for the best.
1953
translated by Liza Tucker
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David Young
MENDING WHAT CANT BE MENDED
The ''Northern Elegies" constitute some of the finest poetry
of Anna Akhmatova's later years. The best translation of them,
and as far as I know the only complete one, appeared in FIELD ten
years ago (and also, in an unauthorized "pirating," in Modern Poet-
ry in Translation). My preference here is biased, since I worked
closely with the translator, Liza Tucker, then an Oberlin student,
and helped her polish and measure the phrasings over a period of
several months. I think she succeeded admirably in catching the
tone and lilt of Akhmatova's verse, and I know she also had good
help with the Russian from Nina Berberova, a woman who had
known the poet. Taking on this difficult set of poems was and is a
very remarkable accomplishment for an undergraduate, and
FIELD was happy to be able to print the results, along with a brief
essay by the translator and some notes.
The best known of these poems is the third, the one that
compares the poet's life to a rechanneled river. A number of
translators have attempted it. The fourth, the one I've chosen as
the subject of this essay, is a good deal less well known, and I'm
aware of only one other translation, that of D. M. Thomas, who
uses a different numbering system and calls it the sixth Northern
Elegy. His version can be found in Way of All the Earth (Ohio U.
Press, 1979); it's serviceable, but on the wordy and prosy side.
What Tucker renders as "Where passionate letters decay, / Por-
traits change on the sly," for example, Thomas translates as Let-
ters that were like flames have burnt to ash, / Portraits have
been changing stealthily." Reasonably accurate, but just not very
poetic.
The Northern Elegies as a group, as Tucker observed in her
FIELD essay, are about the tragic effects of time. Writing in her
fifties and sixties, Akhmatova could use all her retrospective
knowledge from a life crowded with pain and incident to attempt
a summary and a sorting out. The pressure of history and of her
troubled life bear down here as presences that threaten to be
overwhelming unless the poetry can salvage some meaning
and
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beauty from them. We sense the risk and admire the dignity and
courage of the enterprise.
Somewhere at the center of Akhmatova's character there
was a sustaining strength, related to her identity as a poet, that
carried her through all the traumatic situations of her life. Once
in a while she could glimpse that calm center, and now and then
others could too. During the war, when Akhmatova was living in
Tashkent, she went out of her way to show concern for the
health of Nikolay Punin, who had been her third husband. He
had treated her badly in the past and they had parted bitterly, but
her compassion when she heard of his serious illness was instan-
taneous; she met his train and saw him off the next day for the
continuation of his journey. Amanda Haight's biography re-
counts this incident and quotes the letter that Punin wrote her
afterwards. He tells her that he thought of her when he was sure
he was about to die, and was amazed to recognize her spiritual
strength:
And it seemed to me then that I knew of no other person
whose life was so whole and therefore so perfect as yours,
from your first childish poems (the left-hand glove) to the
prophetic murmur, and at the same time, roar of the Poema. I
thought then that this life was perfect not through will, but
— and this seemed to me to be particularly precious —
through its organic wholeness, that is, its inevitability,
which seems somehow not to have anything to do with
you. ... In your life there is a fortress that seems carved
of stone, all at one time, by a very practised hand.
In his notion of "organic wholeness" and his image of a fortress,
Punin is searching for a way to express his sense that Akhmato-
va's art gave her a kind of invulnerability to the vicissitudes of
war and totalitarianism. She had an uncanny ability to rise up
through the frantic layers of pain and fantasy that surrounded
her, to make sense of the senseless, to mend what couldn't be
mended. It deserted her from time to time, but it always came
back.
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So there is something exhilarating, even healing, in the bit-
ter retrospection of the fourth Northern Elegy. You say the
worst and then you go on. If memory has three stages of devel-
opment, each more disorienting than the last, you make a fear-
less little song out of that, an acceptance. You are not resigning
yourself; there is an element of protest in what you utter, a re-
fusal to submit. Or say that resignation and protest are in a pro-
ductive tension with each other, two faces of the same thing.
Akhmatova's directness and simplicity are famous. Here she
gives us the poem's thesis and structure right up front. Each
stage or epoch of memory is clearly delineated. The figures of
speech shine separately and clearly.
Since the first stage is happy, it doesn't detain the poet long.
Why comment on the obvious? Akhmatova's genius with the
hidden affinities among images is evident in her collocation of the
kiss and the inkspot, the one from the experience of love, the
other from the experience of the writer. We are simultaneously
in the presence of creative inspiration and the thrill of dawning
love. Tears and laughter are the same thing. It's also as if we're
being given a quick summary of Akhmatova's early life, her fa-
mous youth. But this is anybody's experience. When you are
young and your memory span is short, everything is fresh, im-
mediate, bearable.
In the second, disillusioning stage of memory, Akhmatova
develops one of her favorite tropes, the house. The dome or vault
of heaven is no longer friendly enough to shelter the soul. Reality
replaces idealism. One needs a place to live. The house stands
variously for the self, mind and body, for relationships, for the
accomplishments of the artist, and for the imprisoning contin-
gencies of history. A room of one's own was a most literal prob-
lem in Akhmatova's Russia. She had stayed on with Punin (and
his first wife and child) much longer than she wanted to simply
because she couldn't find another place to live. The search for
housing and the sense of homelessness became a lifelong con-
cern. But if the secluded house in the disappointing
suburbs
offers shelter, it is a place where inexorable change shows
its
hostility to human happiness. Its furnishings, especially the un-
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reliable family portraits, achieve only the kind of superficial sym-
pathy that unwilling mourners, behaving ritualistically, manage
to summon up. Time's relentlessness is starting to make itself
felt. The "pleasure dome" has become an all too real "bleak
house," but at least it is still a place to stay.
In the third era, the level of terror rises higher. Now isola-
tion sets in; we lose touch with the living and, perhaps even more
important, with the dead. The way to the house is forgotten, and
if we happen to reach it in nightmare, we find it is the wrong
place and we are forgotten too. We have no home to go to except
this one we don't recognize and where we aren't recognized.
Now we become irrelevant to our own past and our new absence
from it is finally not even a matter for anybody's regret.
The tension between protest and resignation that I cited ear-
lier is especially apparent at the poem's close. The end is a shock,
going furthest toward saying that loss and isolation are parts of
some design we need to reconcile ourselves to. A more literal
version of those we had to part with" would be something like
God sent us separation from": Thomas has "those whom God
parted / From us. Am.anda Haight tells us that Akhmatova's
friend Lidia Chukovskaya "found it impossible not to believe that
Akhmatova was not being ironical" in saying that everything was
for the best, but Haight objects: "And yet this poem, written
sometime between 1943 and 1954, not only does not sound ironi-
cal now, but was read 'straight' by Akhmatova when she re-
corded it toward the end of her life" {Anna Akhmatova: A Poetic
Pilgrimage, Oxford, 1976, pp. 139-140). Surely it is not a case of
either/or. From one point of view the note of acceptance has to be
bitterly ironic because it obliterates a life and the coherence of a
self. From another, the measure of understanding that tran-
scends the personal and accepts the large patterns of change that
govern our lives as having meaning and purpose, it is "straight"
and very moving. I think we must allow the poet to have it both
ways at this crucial moment.
Indeed, this simultaneity of tones and meanings is a principle
that informs all of the poem. Akhmatova is talking about her own
specific experience but she is also generalizing the stages of hu-
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man maturity and loss. She is characterizing life but she is also
writing about art; her first collection. Evening, dealt in remem-
bered moments, and she saw the selective process whereby art
transforms experience as deeply dependent on the poet's ability
to remember accurately.
One further simultaneity: If the stages of human experience
with memory can be generalized, then they are ahistorical. But
this is also a poem embedded in specific facts of history. When
Akhmatova says "Names of cities change," she means that St.
Petersburg became Petrograd and then Leningrad. When she
tells us that there is a kind of growing betrayal involved in recol-
lection, she is thinking of the way all of Russia lived within the
fantasies of its rulers, and especially within the nightmarish
world created by Stalin. History was altered freely. People van-
ished. Akhmatova became a non-person. She lost her first hus-
band to a firing squad, her son and second husband to arrest by
the secret police, her friend Mandelstam to exile and then death
in the labor camps. There is no way that that knowledge can be
suppressed from this poem, and from her meditation on mem-
ory. If time betrays memory, it may do so in a general way for
everyone who goes from youthful idealism to age and disillusion,
but there were very specific ways in which it had done that, and
more, to Akhmatova and her generation.
The simultaneous references give this poem's images enor-
mous resonance. They also help explain our sense of the complex
tone. Many of Akhmatova's poems risk being maudlin, but there
is usually a biting humor that helps distance them from self-
indulgence. This began with her early love poems, where self-
pity is countered by self-mockery, and it is present in her later
poems in touches like the crescendo of exaggeration that runs
from "And once awake" to "My God!" There's a curious sense of
fun behind this somber poem. I connect it to that calm core of
Akhmatova's being that the insanities of war and politics could
not reach. Yeats had it, Tu Fu had it, Rilke had it, Emily Dickinson
had it. Perhaps it is always associated with the finest poetry. I
think it also inhabits this companion piece, another "house"
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poem, that Liza Tucker translated at the same time she did the
Northern Elegies:
"IT WAS FRIGHTFUL ..."
It was frightful, living in that house.
Nothing, not even the ancestral hearth.
My child's small cradle.
The fact that we were both young
And full of plans.
Lessened this feeling of terror.
And I learned to laugh at it
And I used to leave a droplet of wine
And a breadcrumb for the one
Who scratched like a dog at the door, at night.
Or glanced in the low little window.
Just when we'd grown silent
Trying not to notice what was going on
In the looking glass.
Where someone's leaden walk
Made the steps of the dark staircase squeal.
Begging for mercy.
And smiling oddly, you used to say:
"Who are 'they' lugging down the staircase?"
Now you're there, where they know everything.
Tell me —
What lived in that house besides us?
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The looking glass" was one of Akhmatova's terms for the
strange enclosed world of Soviet Russia. By connecting it to
Lewis Carroll she reduced its terrible dimensions and "learned to
laugh at it." That did not, of course, make it any less destructive
to human lives. But it implicitly celebrated the human spirit's
capacity to resist.
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"ITS NOT WITH A LOVER'S LYRE"
It's not with a lover's lyre, not at all.
That I go around attracting a crowd.
It's the rattle with which lepers crawl
That in my hands keeps singing aloud.




The poem: for all the reasons it's wrong it's right.
It lacks, happily, the preciousness of the minimal. This poem
is not a gem, but resembles instead a stick of dynamite — small
package, whopping effect.
It's a chestnut, yes, didactic in intent, its program oversim-
plified — except for its reverberations. From what appears to be
simple — diction, form, statement — springs an elaborate dis-
cernment. The poem goes after the speaker's detractors with a
finely tuned spirit of revenge. Akhmatova aimed for truth, and
truth is its own naked force. "I don't understand these big
words," she once said, "poet, billiard."
It s got the mindless, singsong personality of a nursery
rhyme, tossed off. And tossed off, probably for the sake of the
rhyme, that indulgence which defeats subtlety — except that at
the same time this poem travels powered by such rhyme. And
who can ignore the passing of a diesel truck?
And isn't it histrionic, for her, a mature writer. As the gen-
eration of our parents might say, "At her age!" Except that just
such an unexpected turn, of just that intensity, is characteristic
of Akhmatova. Passion, after all, is her way of life. "An element
of howl," as Joseph Brodsky has pointed out, is one of her hall-
marks.
So we admire the poem's blatancy. The take it or leave it
tone. The way it goes about its business slamming doors, break-
ing china, shattering crystal against the hearth. How it mocks
subtlety. Daring to speak as she feels at that moment, unguarded
and utterly frank, flatfooted, bald, short to the point almost of
crudity but right on target — to such daring how we're drawn.
And then the whack of the imagery. What nerve in a woman,
writing, to set the lover square against the leper in the poem. It
suggests the easy dualism of stereotype: virgin/whore, princess/
monster. Except that Akhmatova does this on purpose, to fling
the dualism in our faces. She insists that we understand just how
crude such oppositions are, how they mask reality. We respond
to the audacity with which she seems to say, "They want good
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girls? Then I'll be bad." And its counterpart: "They want bad
girls? Then I'll be BAD!"
The poem takes a quantum leap when we learn that the dic-
tion is literally autobiographical. It is true that Akhmatova's first
books spoke the lingua franca of romantic love. What is also true
is that critics' insistence that her significance was as a writer of
love lyrics was part of the move to silence her politically, hu-
manly. These pronouncements mirrored the state's censorship
of her work between 1923 and 1940. Precisely because she did not
restrict her work to the production of the obligatory and harm-
less, she suffered. Her first husband, Gumiliov, was executed,
probably on direct order from Lenin. Her close friend Mandel-
stam died in a concentration camp. Her son Lev was imprisoned,
and her third husband Punin died in prison. About these sorrows
and the sorrow she felt for her country under Stalin's thumb she
was forbidden to speak, her work was banned. Thus she became,
as the poem states so flatly, a leper. In the state's official view she
was persona non grata.
But the poem describes her triumph as an untouchable. It is
when the speaker is most dangerous, when she is most infec-
tious, that she draws crowds. Just so Akhmatova spoke for and
thus drew to her all those who, like her, suffered at the hands of
the state, paid for a tyrant's whims. That crowd was nearly all of
Russia. So in the poem the leprous speaker becomes a spiritual
leader. These lines are spoken by a charismatic voice. And it is the
charisma of the survivor who not only survives but triumphs. It
is also the charisma of the survivor who lifts an awful truth up
from darkness. Love is and lovers are blind, remember. But lep-
ers see, and what she sees is what the crowd also sees: that the
Emperor has no clothes.
Thus the poem rings out across cultures and down through
our present epoch. Akhmatova was and we are citizen residents
of opposing "superpowers" which, in that superiority only brute
power can confer, have come to resemble each other. All of us
here who dissent are made to feel we go not just against the
Reagan era but against the American grain. Just so Akhmatova
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was proclaimed traitorous not to Stalin (she was forced to sing
his praises in order to secure her son's release from prison) but to
the ideals of the Russian nation.
And yet in the poem, in the speaker's hands, the rattle sings
aloud. The poem does what only the single quatrain can do so
well. It falls progressively downward through the first three
lines, then soars into and beyond the final line, astonishing us.
Think for instance of Dickinson's version of that stanza:
Because I could not stop for Death —
He kindly stopped for me —
The Carriage held but just Ourselves —
And Immortality.
Because the third line of Akhmatova's poem ends with the image
of the leper crawling — ends with the word crawl, that leprous
word — and how much lower can we fall than to crawl— the final
line s lifting off feels like an immense surge.
The imagery too ("that rattle with which lepers crawl") has
the intensity of nursery rhyme. Think how, in the lines "ashes,
ashes,/ we all fall down" the word ashes resonates to our ear. That
verse recreates the atmosphere of the Middle Ages and the
Plague, which made everyone "fall down," the infection which
required that the bodies be burned: ashes. Similarly, in Akhmat-
ova s poem, the lyre is too delicate an instrument with which to
capture the true character of her century. We live still in a time of
war, of epidemic, of famine amidst plenty, of the wasting of the
earth. Ours is a time of blunt events, reeling reactions, a time of
fear and cowering. Of crawling. A.s Joseph Brodsky writes in the
introduction to Lyn Coffin's selection and translation of Akh-
matova, the poet s work, characterized by "the note of controlled
terror," took Russian poetry into "the real, non-calendar twen-
tieth century."
Not the lyre but the rattle. Its drama, its repetitive insis-
tence, its foreboding whirr, like the sound of a rattlesnake's tail
striking that note of controlled terror — the rattle is the proper
instrument of our epoch. How fitting then that the rattle, mono-
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chromatic, is an instrument of one tone only. It conveys no mel-
ody. Rhythm is its business. It can only mark time. And yet in
Akhmatova's hands, the music of lyric poetry is neither lost nor
blunted. For her, the rattle "keeps singing aloud."
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Laura Jensen
WE SELL MY MOTHER'S DOLLS
Madame Alexander had climbed the stairs
between the Ornamental Iron Railings.
My mother held fast to the new railings,
arthritis, osteoporosis. I had toast.
Madame Alexander and my sister looked at
dolls in the cabinet, dolls from upstairs,
dolls from the bedroom shelf. I did not know
how to sell the dolls. When Madame Alexander
lifted my Mary Hoyer
into a plastic garbage bag
like things from her hospital room
I began to cry and did not know why.
Knitting catalogues sold them to be dressed.
She and my sister's blonde were in Finnish
costumes for a grade school festival
in the auditorium with tables that folded
on the walls. I remembered photographs
of friends I lost track of. I do not know
what they can do to me — I carried
plastic garbage bags past the railings
to the parking where we got in the back
of the black limousine. 1 put my hands
on her shoulders, light and alive.
Madame Alexander advancing my Mary Hoyer
or a peculiar lie about Madame Alexander,
kidnapper of the child. We stand on the parking.
Madame Alexander's car drives all the dolls away.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH
St. Paul, February 1988
1 .
The house my grandma owned she rented
to relatives and others. There are
photographs of a boy who was smaller
than my uncles. When they teased him,
he went to his mother and told. That is
inside another poem. But that is black history.
When she made ice cream,
he had to carry some up on a plate.
2 .
In nineteen-fifty-eight our fourth grade teacher
told us our city is de facto segregated.
I drew four faces in my history scrapbook.
All of them were girls.
3 .
It is black history month and I am in
a faculty residence guest room
at a Catholic College. The Virgin Mary
vanished yesterday dawn
into a dark wall between dorm windows.
All the desk lamps
for morning classes.
4.
I have some friends.
No one says good morning or good night.
Two different neighbors in my unit
for a while were black.
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There was a Radio Reader. I counted,
recorded, counted my own words to compare.
The Radio Reader was reading a correspondent
describe her several minute interview with a
young Adolf Hitler. The Radio Reader came to mind
one evening when for minutes
my inner eye watched crosses burning.
My inner eye and crosses of fire.
At the ophthalmologist I learn
my prescription must correct now
for focus as well as nearsightedness.
I will not have the vision I had when I was young.
5 .
Maybe many saw me really white.
And, really white, I burned the crosses.
Maybe many saw me not really white at all,
and the crosses burned at me.




I remember Ken Bottoms leaning
on the iron railing of the steps
to some kind of fundamentalist
church. Just after my father's funeral.
They had worked in the same lab as marine biologists.
Best friends. Then over something
I never quite figured out,
grave enemies.
It seemed they argued over who was smarter
or who had the most valid education
or maybe who was stronger
or who messed around most
on his wife. "Ralph?" he said,
smilingly, and he stuck out his hand,
a strong grip I remembered.
Then I remembered Ken used to wrestle.
"Ralph, you haven't changed much."
Well, I could hardly see.
I could hardly stand up.
When I opened my mouth to speak
a huge bubble hobbled forth.
Then, as if it suddenly hit him,
Ken said, "Just two days ago
my son and his wife had their
first child." And he was plainly happy.
His first grandchild was making
his entry just as my father
was leaving, his grandchild
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by the gentle hands of the small
town obstetrician, my father
by his own fierce hand.
Thereafter, Ken tipped his hat,
it was green felt.
He walked away —
over the St. Augustine,
across the steaming blacktop.
He patted his right front pocket, jangled
out his car keys, opened the steel door,
slid into his seat, started up
and drove, drove off straight,
straight as the sun's green teeth.
And that was the last time I saw Ken.
I don't know what to think
about it — his news was wonderful news,
the light in his eyes was real,
not meant to further perplex.
But he didn't acknowledge
the immediate situation, either,
nor that my father was a presence
in his life. — That was all I saw
of h im. His turning to leave
too happily. His driving away.
Influence is like oxygen,
it's in the room with you.
So I found myself walking
into Peck's Bar
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with my son in my arms
and the crowd there invasively
friendly — a bar
my father might've liked,
round bulbs over the moose,
shuffleboard powdered with corn meal,
the slam of dominoes, loud conversation
building from experience. "Life ain't fair."
"No, not at all." "Brenda just
started nursing school." "That don't
make her worth a shit." "My experience
with the Leboyer Method was
the greatest experience of my life."
"Why is it, when you date them
they want to go out drinking
every night, but when you marry
them it's a crime."
An elderly, distinguished-looking man
offered to buy me a beer, and to hold
my son for a while. To remember.
He leaned and touched my arm —
"My daughter died six weeks ago," he said.
"She was thirty-five. . . . It's okay,"
he assured me, "it's been six weeks."
Simply that, and he went on
with his imitation of my son's
sounds, but his notes were
pitched higher and more and more
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lost. So what is that bad music,
what is the frequency response
residing in the dead leaves
caught in the sugar maple,
when they rattle with the wind but
can't make a sound. Or make
only one sound. That particular,
ordinary, scraping sound




In the next world, I will be the one
forever pushing open
the warped, green shutters to let that stranger,
sunlight, enter the room.
The one forever lifting up Sophia
so that she and I can reach out
to stroke the ragged leaves,
the thick red lips of a geranium.
I recall my father in the last world —
the row of buffed shoes
saluting the flare of ties
at the back of the closet when
he stretched out for the day's
third nap. In his paradise,
the love of his youth
was a Portugese girl who wove
geraniums into her hair. Once,
in the dark, she held out her arms
and the petals scattered,
like small fires, around them.
No potion could erase the stain
of that flower favored by farmwives,
wrought iron, by Mussolini
and maiden aunts. And who would argue
with a father tightening his fists
in sleep as though clutching
a stem or a slender wrist? And who
would meddle with a child's vision
of heaven when the brightest
in this life shoots up
and spills earthward,




I give them to me. I cut
the stems, deploy them
in urns. They call to me
from every room. The cat subdues
a blossom, chews
it carefully, waving her tail
in fantail arcs. I take a job uptown
and come home later and later.
Hanging on the subway strap I press
the soft spots on my head.
Eve always been a peaceful person.
Eve let other people have their way.
When I get home the cat gestures
to a rooted aster, white hair
spindly in water. Oh yes,
her fur alert, her eyes
appalled, oh yes,
plant it for me.
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MY MOTHER ADMIRES THE HAT
black with feathers. In the vanity
I see us both; lipstick,
her smile, my mouth beginning
how can 1. But quick she points to my sleeping
sisters, seals my hair
with a pinch: use the carcass
for soup, don't forget
the library books. I stopper my mouth
to kiss her neck of violets, wedge
my back into the doorframe. The porchlight hurries
her shadow out. When his tiny hands burst





All night there'd have been
an anger in the air, terror of voices, threats,
the argument half-dreamt, then calm,
then the hard doors shutting
into sleep and cold and waking with the sun.
rd have risen for school and made a hole
in the window ice to see through:
blown piles of the inches
of snow, and in between, like ponds,
the blue-brittle surfaces with a high blue
cirrus shine, exactitude of color
in the eye. Even the brightness
and shape of the smoke coming
from the chimney were divinations of the wind,
the body broadcast, the winter leaf let go.
Say a bird had hit the glass,
first light, like a snowball with a stone,
tossed at remarkable distance.
At the cool heights of the mind
it should have been a cardinal
or a jay, something with color,
something to see instead of a piece of something,
nothing but gray ice stony broken.
And now it comes in a dish,
in the new year, melted, white
as albumen, as water in a bowl, or else so dry
you could blow it back to crystal.
It comes back now in the least
disguise as paper and ash,
the day s first fire falling back on the house
in a story with the wind, a ragtag
starling, or crying, the snowy
light crazy with perfection.
You hold a thing just dead it will burn
in your hand like a lie told to the body.
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You hold someone in your arms,
the cloud of sperm still drifting like a spirit,
you think she'll disappear, the heart
immaculate. The cold radiance —
it wants a white light dry as dust
in the eye; it wants to leave
the body through the mouth and come back slowly,
pure with patience, shine slowly
as something else we'll never know
except alone, like the sentimental
old, who are full of stories,
or children, who in solitude have silence.
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INFIDELITY
The two-toned Olds swinging sideways out of
the drive, the bone-white gravel kicked up in
a shot, my mother in the deathseat half
out the door, the door half shut — she's being
pushed or wants to jump, I don't remember.
The Olds is two kinds of green, hand painted,
and blows black smoke like a coal-oil fire. I'm
stunned and feel a wind, like a machine, pass
through me, through my heart and mouth; I'm stand
in a field not fifty feet away, the
wheel of the wind closing the distance.
Then suddenly the car stops and my mother
falls with nothing, nothing to break the fall . . .
One of those moments we give too much to,
like the moment of acknowledgment of
betrayal, when the one who's faithless has
nothing more to say and the silence is
terrifying since you must choose between
one or the other emptiness. I know
my mother's face was covered black with blood
and that when she rose she too said nothing.
Language is a darkness pulled out of us.
But I screamed that day she was almost killed,
whether I wept or ran or threw a stone,
or stood stone-still, choosing at last between
parents, one of whom was driving away.
Shirley Kaufman
JEALOUSY
He is sulking again because whatever she does
it's the wrong thing or she's talking to somebody else
and he can't stand it. But he won't tell her about it
oh no he walks away from the museum shop and she can't
find him and even up in the galleries it starts, she
wants to tell him about the Botticelli in room number nine
and he is already ahead in number eleven. And out
in the street the others are drinking capuccino at a table
on the sidewalk and they have their arms around each other
lightly and she has to ask if they've seen him and there
he is dragging his feet in the distance, studying the windows,
spending the rest of the day attached to somebody else.
And she runs after him and asks why did you leave me,
and he says he wanted to look at Bergamo or Inverness or
Jaipur and she was too busy buying postcards, and that
isn't it at all, that's never it. And what can she do
but eat dirt or crawl on her belly through the long
night or fall in the lake with her clothes on or throw
herself from the parapet. Until he is sorry and she
is sorry and they are both sorry until the next time




after the painting by Magritte
She looks past us, naked, surprised,
as if the painter were here, and she's suddenly
understood he's using her to undo
everything, even the language.
Her skin is slowly taking on the whorls
dark and light, of the table she leans on —
but beyond that, beyond even the wish of the painter
it begins to resemble the skin of an animal
as though she had gone through all the stages
before us: fish, lizard, woman, and now right before us
she is slipping back again, only this time
she bypasses the apes, and is
a tiger. The woman is in
a rather awkward position: one hand on her hip,
her head to the side like the hanged man.
Only the mind of a human could wed
a cat to a woman, just as it wed
horses to men and named them centaurs.
As the alchemists turned the simplest
metals to the most complex. We never dreamed
they might change them back. Not with all the stars
up there. Not with as many lives
blooming inside us as the stripes on the tropical
fish in the painter's aquarium. It would take
so little to change us. Given the right
light. The proper darkness.
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THE LAST SUPPER
If it's true we get sick because we cannot resist
intruders, if for instance this young man with only a slight
case of the grippe kisses
his estranged lover, who lies in bed a long time
because of it, what shall we say
of the picture?
The paint Leonardo used was not strong —
we know that — as a child comes into the world heavy
with heaven, only this child was supposed to last
forever.
The paint begins to sicken and die.
The painter dies, and the disciples
of the painter. The city sends a new
painter to fix it, and he does, painting his own
expression on the face of the youngest
disciple, as an undertaker paints a smile on that poor serious
body.
For centuries they do this. Light where it was dark, dark
where it was lighter. We have
that. We have the heroine of the story: not young,
slowly, with a magnifying glass
and tweezers removing what is not the original
story.
The young man is still kissing
the ex-lover. People are killing
each other with love, but the child is coming back
to itself. Is telling the story again, not all fancied
up and pretty, but a group of men you might see anywhere
with pain on their faces and shock, and love
as a cell divides, faced with the invader.
bO
MIDNIGHT SUN
They didn't tell us the sky would be so yellow.
I kept dreaming of black
sheep, as you'd dream of the most dangerous
man you knew — the one who had a tattoo
of the sun. Though it was night: black rays
around it.
One of the waiters had a vest
the gold of an old krona. His sweetheart
had spun the wool, he said. After dinner he'd pick her up
on his motorcycle. The two kinds of wheels
spinning, though one was day
and the other was always night. The two centuries
also.
We saw some horses in a field. Great golden
horses, that in winter
would be the only sun in that place.
The Swedish men had hair
so yellow you'd think it would hurt
to touch it. That's when we thought of winter —
the aurora laying its great white arms
over us. The daytime
stars so close they could burn you or cut you in two.
They were that beautiful.
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Deborah Digges
THE SEA WITH DOORS
Not the perfect preservation
of the body in ice or the head bathed first
in tepid snow-water, but his face
as it wakes to an expression
of pain, as though his last delirium
could break again above the staff, a white
fire, into the highest octaves.
And when he's lifted, recognizable,
out of the frozen earth,
a young man, less than a hundred pounds,
yet in the flesh, a century
older, who is the seal-gloved
technician holding him against her
for the camera under the midnight sun?
And these mottled excavations, could
they be sudden multicolored islands
of happiness, an ancient autumn's air
a smear of crystals caught in the pond-
dark shale? Is this the border
of eternity, some wrong season's visitation?
By the endless light his body's opened.
Weighted, one by one, his organs bleed the thaw.
But why is his face now turned away
from his own flowering in the domed tent,
his boy's genitals covered with a napkin,
who looks so nearly alive?
Is there no twilight, nothing
to stop the day here? As for the woman
laying out his clothes under the lamps in
the shape of him, shoeless, why does she finger
and finger each whale-bone button?
What time is it? What news beyond the years
that are less than the distance
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his crew strayed off course? What now? Who
shut up the sea with doors
a thousand miles from the Northwest
Passage, that looks from here,
over the ice-flows, like open sea?
For John Hartnal and crew, lost at sea,




AUDUBON REMEMBERS AMERICAN FALLS
At 39 saw they were motion more
than Substance wrote cannot be drawn
& walked behind into white
translucence, all hearing overwhelmed
& a moment's pull
to join broken things — my mill
engines failed, steamboat stolen,
Lucie's eight thousands dower lost
in Indigo embargoed, my self jailed —
outside saw a Traveller fold his cloak
neatly and fall
half in water, half in air
Wandered & drew Quadrupeds
& birds my passion
& as they do not pay
took faces of strangers in chalk, painted
street signs & a small weasell
graved for bank notes. Collected
for my America its wildness, made
distant grass & near Grebe
to shine alike with detail, clear
as water &
find my old mind composed
of what I saw
& cannot be seen again,
wilderness
moves away from us steadily
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so did Lucy & I drift
by canopied Ark on darkened water
among slight mists
& bells of cows ashore, callings
of a Great Owl &
boatmen's horns at the next winding,
we slid to our first home
Old
light flows
above my last river
Hudson, I see the line
a goshawk leaves on the far shore's sky
ragged when smooth he rows through damp air
& glides. Chalk
wavers, lost, hands
vague Can not see my line
this third morning of Affliction
More steps than all the pennys lost
& earned connect
our warm autumn honey-moon Ohio River
Niagara its quartzy light & crash
clouds of blackbird & Pigeon
& the brief flight of suicide
All motion & the same,




God snaps your picture — don't look away —
this room right now, your face tilted
exactly as it is before you can think
or control it. Go ahead, let it betray
all the secret emergencies and still hold
that partial disguise you call your character.
Even your lip, they say, the way it curves
or doesn't, or can't decide, will deliver
bales of evidence. The camera, wide open,
stands ready; the exposure is thirty-five years
or so — after that you become
whatever the veneer is, all the way through.
Now you want to explain. Your mother
was a certain — how to express it? — influence.
Yes. And your father, whatever he was,
you couldn't change that. No. And your town
of course had its limits. Go on, keep talking —
Hold it. Don't move. That's you forever.
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ON THE QUIET
The way mushrooms arrive, it is dark
and you begin to know they are there —
that's when they come.
It's tame, you know, the way
mushrooms are, mostly. You can stamp
them out, no one will care.
When morning rain searches the woods
they lie scattered. They don't have any
friends. How quietly they die —
According to foxes that steal by
through the fern, according to shadows,
according to the air.
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THE TROUBLE WITH READING
When goats like a book, the whole book is gone,
and the meaning has to go find an author again.
But when we read, it's just print — deciphering,
like frost on a window; we learn the meaning
but lose what the frost is, and all that world
pressed so desperately behind it.
So some time let's discover how the ink
feels, to be clutching all that eternity onto
page after page. But maybe it is better not
to know; ignorance, that wide country,
rewards you just to accept it. You plunge;




We read as if we read for our lives,
as if we read the story of our bodies,
fever moistening the room
with birds of paradise,
these birds fluttering the ages
of Wilde's Salome:
"I love to see in a fruit
the mark of thy little teeth."
We can hardly talk enough about it,
dancing for promises,
the whole prickly business.
Soon enough we will rise
in the shiny wheel of health,
splashing about among the little devil fishes.
And we will celebrate with oysters,
liver and heart and gill,
the secret life of each third eye,
these Salomes of addled jelly.
We are sure to have our absolute comedy yet.
Neither of us is an Ophelia, flickery as a minnow.
No. Neither. No Desdemona drinking her worry tea.
No Electra, crying for a father.
No Salome swimming through the skins of her dream.
Hadn't we taken, earlier, what we wanted?
Waking with water drops upon our eyelashes?
Each morning cool and slippery as a lichi?
Pleasure is a difficult private art.
If for now health only waits like a guest
before the grey veins of the window,
we may nevertheless say to her,
our friend and stranger:
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Come in. Rest.
Let me give you something to eat.
We'll read to you of Salome and Minerva,
goddesses of women's work.
Sometimes it is best to swallow,
sometimes to use thy teeth.
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WATER GARDENING
What could anyone want from the water poppies,
the integuments or the heart-shaped
leaves of the milky-sapped aquatics,
iris and marsh marigold?
What have I wanted from the brown
china marks moth and the ribbon grass,
swamp lobelia and wapato and bee balm? I couldn't
have seen anyone floating
in the tea-colored shadows, spreading
as water mosses, as the brain's pickerel weed.
If I lower myself I can see
the nerves of water, the freshwater whelk's red
jelly eggs, the roots of a flossy lily,
the wind blowing these fine skins back,
stirring the garden into canals, more nerves, rootlets
until some gnat-like little botherer rises to pester
my arm and head. He is trying so hard
to deliver his delirium
deliriously, his one eyelash — as if to say,
I can't leave you and I can't stay — of wisdom.
JIM'S HAIRBALL
"Jim got down on his knees, and put his ear
against it and listened. But it warn't no use; he said
it wouldn't talk." — The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
I said, Jim, let me see that thing.
I said I wouldn't back away from my fortune, my future.
So I held the hairball in my hands,
and I could feel it wanted to talk to me
with its big thick clots,
its hair from all over,
parts of it as pretty as a walnut.
But at that time
I had been entirely escaping revelation.
I was like a hairworm that lives in running water,
that ignorant, and wanting
the hairball to talk to me
of considerable trouble
and considerable joy,
of two angels batting it out
on either side of my head.
But the thing just sat there
like a ball of infernal knitting.
I wanted to tell it a joke about people,
how we had something in common
with the fourth stomach of the ox
where it came from, to say something like:
here's how any of us would respond to irritation —
not a pearl but a hairball.
But the hairball just kept looking out at the world
like the most compact dusty monkey,
like a terrible eye that saw so much already
it turned on itself, turned into a hard
lifetime of turns and twists.
Now it wouldn't even talk to me for money,
not about drowning or rope or explosion.
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whatever was down in the books
was down in the books
and the books were closed to me.
Jim, I said. How do you do it?
Jim sat back.
Don't you worry, he said to me.
And I said, Jim?
And just like that
we both got on our knees before that thing
and Jim tried, tried so hard
for the last time to teach me himself




While we are all together under burring bulbs we would do well
to remember the wild rose in the pelvis bone. Albumen.
The accoutrements and utensils of love. And labour.
A soft robe. A solid teapot. Our talking guitar.
Why not go to a green field. Barefooted, hair unbound. And fill
our belly with short sweet grass. Cover the shorn shoulders
with new wool. Rid the body of its white implacability.
Bite down and hold on. Remember string light.
Remember lives on the periphery: the Indian in handcuffs.
The twin sisters who man the mausoleum. Or just standing in line
we could shut our eyes. Stop counting. Imagine:
the color Naomi Trosper wanted to paint West Memphis;
now picture West Memphis, gentian violet.
While we are starching our coats for their steel construction
we could be shining the particulars: emery boards,
grasshoppers . . . ; remembering the birth of our boy. The giant
hibiscus.
The first feces, meconium. Forever bearing in mind why
we have been assembled. Remember pain. The night Yolanda lost
her baby.
Bite down and hold on. Be ourselves chastened,
doing away with engraved gifts, boxes of miscellany.
Ignore the butcherbirds. The aims of the ruthless. Bad endings.
Breakfasts of Coca Cola and cigarette smoke. Sabotage.
Stay down and let go. Of vain love. The frayed light.
The night Esmerelda came to town and laid an egg. Forget pain.
Alone and awake in our cells like a bird left without a blanket,
we would do well to find the wild rose in the pelvis bone;
turn our back on the figure in the undergrowth, the felodese,
his draining face. Albumen. Let us go back to the green field.
And lie down.
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Eliminate strategies. The key to the handcuffs. Singing nail file.
Acridadae.
Bury Yolanda's placenta. The pain. Esmerelda's egg. The pain.
Naomi's violet city. Childbirth. Our talking guitar. We must
bite down
and hold on. Never mind learning to draw. The giant hibiscus.
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SELF PORTRAIT ON A ROCKY MOUNT
I the goat. Christened Caroline. Ne 6 January. Domesticated
since the 6th century before Jesus, a goat himself.
VVe have served as a source of meat, leather, milk and hair.
Our flesh is not widely loved. Yet our younger, under parts make
fine gloves.
From our hair — pretty sweaters, wigs for magistrates. Our
milk is good for cheese.
We share these gifts with Richard Milhouse Nixon who
gained national prominence for his investigation of Mr. Hiss.
WeYe no sloth, full-time workers at the minimum wage. We
had an annual income last year of $6986, a little less than your
average subway musician.
Our horoscope assures — we will be a great success socially
and in some artistic calling.
We are sure-footed, esp. on hills. We live on next-to-nothing.
This week's victuals: ironing board covers and swollen paper-
backs. Our small hills of filings fall under the heading of useful




The train makes frightening time. Passengers dream their shirts
undone.
It screams toward the lake. The salt box houses shake
their contents at a morning long as windows.
In a few minutes we can see the black dog asleep
in the marigolds, the widow on her three-pronged cane
poling to the convenience store; the first shift
jawing around at the coffee machine. For now
we drowse in a closet of light. Absently pull at the hair
under our gown. Jostle a hanger from a uniform. The old place
where we were born raises a rambunctious new clan.
We are the single women: we work to support our cars.
We come home to a good robe, a loofah for the backbone.
It's a short walk to the water from the tracks.
No one mans the caboose. Whatever the weather,
the pulp mills smell like bodies rotting in rain.
If we put our foot in childhood's shoe, the smell stays the same.
Who could count the animals we've swerved to avoid
or particles of sand scrubbed from our cracks.
Just sharing a smoke at the store before we punch in,
driving along the shore with the sun and radio waves
miakes us want to kiss our arms and let the wind at our underwear
while the rooms we left to the cat turn optical. The train slackens





You're on watch, waiting.
No one leaves the house.
It was all lit up!
But no one's coming out.
The round shoulders of women
pale as a photograph.
Not one of them shows herself,
and no one's waiting.
Life is serious. Escaping
guns with their safety catches off
is hopeless. And the guards




good for all sorts of things.
A rabbit in the hat
proves that.
Each cage is empty
without that tirili.
What we don't get is:
who was who here?
The ship in the bottle
knows its way around the world.
If you take yourself for real
you're wrong about something.
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NEXT DOOR
They re dancing next door. Kiss me. I m freezing.
It's so dark, you can just see
the toes of women
in their old-fashioned nightgowns.
They're talking loud next door. Be soft with me.
It's the start of something else.
It's night, and you can smell
plants with Latin names.
They're quiet next door. I'm frightened.
You can hear the water running next door.
We wash in such old-fashioned ways
before making love.
Next door we hear the scream.
It lasts too long. Kiss me.
Someone's dying next door; lovely,
it sounds so lovely. I'd like to die.




Of a hundred the single hand not sick
or dead
a sailmaker, the oldest,
always drunk.
Most too weak to work,
the captain's set his course
and, delirious, withdrawn.
The first, second, third mates deceased,
or too close to call.
No three men strong enough to heave
the corpses overboard.
To cool a forehead: drop a cup
on a string over the side
and haul it up
to soak a rag. To eat: salt
pork, carrot marmalade, worms,
grayish keg-water. We're sailing, boys,
we're sailing, sort of, home,
yo ho, and the wind
of fever in the skull,




The skeletons covered with sores — if they can walk
this is where they're sent; whoever's civic pulse
is uncertain, thready; whose only thoughts
a picture: el vomito negro. The half-wits,
the borderline nincompoops, left-handed pinheads;
collectors of rats' feet; the boy who torched
his grandmother's cat, the grandmother
who torched her granddaughter's doll — you'll find them
here: on Green Ward, Hilarity Section, on Sedate Floor.
Those permanently broken
in spirit, who won't pray
or denounce prayer, who admire Jesus personally
but nevermind the immaculate conception.
They're all sent here: the surfeit-sensitives,
the metromaniacal, sociopathetics,
the non-numb psychically hyper. Loaded
in vans, pried from the streets
with spatulas, snatched at recess from playgrounds,
from circles of jeering peers, hauled
from factories and offices — they're all
here. The boy who collected
15,035 lbs. of snake,
pounded those not already flat flat
and stacked them in his room. The girl
this moment in Morbid Ward for pinching
the hearts of canaries, or the teenager,
on her way of hard-water hydrotherapy,
who would not believe
her boyfriend or the president.
They're all here — in paper slippers,
no pants — brought for study,
for adjustment, help, removal, cure.
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POST MORTEM MENU
The dessert first: pudding, pure and silky as sex
once was, your favorite with its flavor quickened. What flesh
to eat now that you have none? Hummingbird
tongues, each pierced with a silver toothpick; baby
lamb breast (slaughtered while sleeping), a filet
so soft you're glad you're dead already
since it's good enough to die for. You can have melons,
the most drenched, the coldest melons bleached-bone dunes
ever dreamed of. And cake so airy
it's anchored by a thread (the thread that connects one world
to another) to flattened sapphire plates,
and fowl plump enough to roll
across the table. And wine, of course wine,
wine so rare a famous oenophile
slit his mother's throat for a sniff; and creamy
cheeses, and fruit — you like fruit? — berries
criminally sweet, pears obscene
in their lushness, peaches crimson
around their stone. Order anything you want
and for eternity. Your non-body, your nutrients-
no-longer-needed, fat-no-longer-matters body, your body
of no body with no abstractions
and concretions — memory, fingerprints,
fear, elbows — your non-body gorging,
all it ever wanted on earth,






Driving with her eyes closed,
she thought she remembered a recipe,
a pre-Mesopotamian stew.
I love him to pieces, she'd said
once, of a boy, and later (hand between
her legs as she prayed) of Jesus.
Stop, said the sign. She saw it
at the end of the road, that red
fingerless hand with the white marks.
The word she couldn't say was No.
Maybe, she knew, and Wait a minute,
but much of it was mumbles.
I know, she said, I even knew,
new against the old, she joked,
but when he held her she felt
herself tighten. Yes, she said
with all she had, with almost all —
No was a bone in her throat.
Out with it, Kidlet, or swallow
it down, she heard,
and remembered the whistling
under the roses: Try this,
if you want to know.
Oh No! she cried, this couldn't
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be that, but there it was,
that funny fruit, in her hand.
Well why not, she'd passed
the limit, the angular sun
of the sign said Yield, you had
what you ate — and Honey, it was good.
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CLEFT
Cut in half, the breast bone broken, opened,
flattened, flight, if it ever flew,
preserved in the angle of the skinny wings,
and the cleaver raised, whack
to the board — A woman wanted to kill
herself, she drew a noose where her name
had been, but last night his fist
came down, across the table she watched
it rise, she watched it fall, as if
for the first time. Then the thud, the glasses
spun, it took her back, an arm rose behind
the frightened child who stood at the window.
Now she remembers the hangman game,
gallows, noose, the man filled in, head,
body, arms, legs, whack to the wings, whack
to the legs, she could throw the carcass against
the wall, could break the window, climb
on the ledge, letter by letter could spell
her name, the clouds that day, the sharp
bones of the child's small back, wings,
she could fly, she could walk out the kitchen door.
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THE BORDER
Hasta luego and over you go and it's not
serapes, the big sombreros, not even coyotes,
rivers and hills, though that's more like it, towers
with guards, stop! or we shoot and they do but you don't
need a border for that, a fence will do, a black
boy stuck to its wire like a leaf, a happy gun
in the thick pink hand that wags from the sleeve, even
a street, the other side, a door, a skin, give
me a hand, and she gives him a hand, she gives him both
her hands, the bones of her back are cracking, the string
has snapped, she's falling, she's pleated paper, paper
is spreading and there you are again, over
the edge, you open your hands and what have you got
but confetti and what can you do with confetti, our
side won, a celebration, the dotted line,
the shaken hand, enough of dying, it matters
now, whatever it is, but how close
you are, your street, the fence behind your house
is the zero border where minus begins, roots
turn branches, cellar is house, you close your busy
mouth to speak, an anti-lamp darkens
the day, and you love that street, its crazy traffic,
you climb that fence, you wave across, there's a rock
in your hand but it's not your fault, you like to travel,
the colorful people, but what if you fell, your house,
your children, the work that gets you up in the morning,
the language gone, the grammar, the rules, the family
talent, those searching eyes, but think of the absence
of eye, a higher tower, a little more wire —
Border? You crossed the border hours ago.
S7
Sandra McPherson
MRS. LONGMIRE BUILDS A PICKET FENCE
QUILT AND TALKS TO IT
If you are practical and you survive,
people will have to cope with your wear
as I have had to cope with beige.
I tried to make beige shine as sun,
I tried to give beige the role of noon
and alternate its rows with Indian
summer reds, the cocoa and auburn of puddles.
— Even a flag looks different in autumn.
I know a fence goes in and out of shadow:
white roses on navy, stake one place; blue
roses on frost, another. I want cats
to come over this, and that's when you feel
the wear of claws. I want vines
to bind over your slats, and that's
where you see rollmarks, curves pressed in
from head to toe. As long as you're autumn,
it's alright to fade. Color, evaporating,
burnishes the air, and then blows out
across the sea. I await the return of color
around the world. It will catch on you,
pickets, as lace trim does and chicken down.
And spaniel hair. — And one piece
purple for grape-leaves. 1 am making
autumn again. Mama, my children say,




of stripping a quilt
is the long, estimating way
of turning wide jitters
into free-swinging swaths,
yielding a crooked, exciting
balance-almost-Iost. Nothing
aligns that would rather
slip and topple.
Carefulness can never exact it.
Once I wanted blue bars
the full stretch of my body.
I cut paring-knife lengths
of thrasher's-egg cotton,
fixed string blocks between,
then stitched the strips together
guessing the blues
would nearly meet.
I made a wobbly, watery
jail that was freeing.
(Control would be the aberration.)
Waves and log cabins slosh




kind brown. I made it
as lively as it could be —
remnants, rejectamenta
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turning on snippy heels
behind throwaway, wavery verticals,
insecure statutes
my colors, cut loose,
restructure. Some
vibrate an escape, then
recommit. Sweetness
is criminal and not let in.
The finished quilt twitches
and squirms, travels and creeps
all night. Everything I make




With her sewing machine
Leora Jackson, age 77, of Fryers Point, Mississippi, and Chicago,
ran down the snooty pedestrian of perfection,
kept speeding across sharp shadow and light,
and drove on over the one
intentional error of the Amish.
1 am the definer: whatever you say
swerves and jangles
is perfect.
She will go back only to the point of departure.
She will not inch along in the ideal.
Wherever she rests,
her tents of Armageddon must flap.
When she arrives,
her quilt must wave the judgment away.
Thread underlines it:
when 1 change old symmetries, 1 change you and me.
Come on: my eyes are in a hurry.
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WATERFALL WITH BASKETS, SUMMER QUILT
Llyicategorized Design, Probably Afro-American
As if they carry water to the top of it,
neatly. Then the return trip is a downpour —
several hundred tinted drops,
lime juice, very little blood but some,
blue spray shaken from a tree . . .
Water takes longer than baskets to stitch,
to make it rush, water sewn to drop.
It cannot be collaged from the fall-foot up.
I believe in a trail to the top.
Baskets hang all down and up the precipice's
dress-form for this spill
of shredded dresses.
It is hot. This water is torn from heat.
Along a pulley suspend the picnics
a long workday threads into its holiday,
fancies.
My pleasure, my pleasure
always at the patch-stone brink . . .
(At the base of one falls, in a glacial canyon,
I saw a skink on a rock
see me and run.)
Now the first basket is passing.
Dustbowl moon, I have pieced even you a drink.
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TWELVE BAR QUILT
For the night's last song
binding off the benefit
for the dying bluesman,
his friend Jimmy Johnson
performs in a shirt
made out of blue poly
just like the knit fabric
in the last wide stripe
that chords across the border
of this invention — has on




he wears on album covers.
Here it is as bedcover —
albeit sleepless,
the kind of design
or blues that keep you
up at night.
Here it is as bars
that shake the sleeper.
The singer's eyes too
are up, thrown back,
pushed up and back
by bent flats of his guitar.
And his voice goes high.
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rises in downtown rafters,
till we feel clothespinned
and people want to know
where to get it,
get it always, what to strip
away, fine tailoring,
the bought bedspread,
how to come by it,
how to be born,
who to be born.
The quilter sews twelve
wide rivers to immerse in;
just beyond gospel,
this violent patch-thing
is the crib quilt for me.
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Charles Wright
TO RAYMOND CARVER IN HEAVEN
Port Angeles, 6 a.m.: saw mill
And boat swell, sea water thick with oil shine,
the bay's back
Pockmarked with milk jugs and styrofoam.
Logs stacked for the lumber ships.
Ice chests and chum buckets,
old tires. Bud cans, release springs
Loose in the wind chop.
White stroke of a sail, daub and blister of power boats
Under horizon line.
Pink bill, sun's burn, shore front falling away
as we enter the ribbed straits . . .
All morning we trolled the bay
with deep lures and skip jacks.
All morning as under us
The sea in its great indifference rumpled its shoulders.
Crossing and crisscrossing our own wakes.
It's hard to write about
what we want to write about:
I should have been otherwise,
pure-pitched and golden-stroked:
I should have been born to sing.
As it is, the wakes fade, the images drift and fade
And only the joy remains,
unspoken, untold of.
Always we ask ourselves, "What matters.
What counts in the true design?"
What matters is what we expiate,
what grace and affection
We bring to our daily lives.
Simple enough, we think, and easy to exercise.
Not so. It's almost impossible
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Except for the twice-touched,
the unsanctimonious
Who have saved themselves by their own hand.
Simplicity factors out
as the hardest thing to come by.
You never mentioned the great questions.
You never talked about the blank unanswerables.
You never needed to,
for everything that you wrote about
Was something we had to know.
And had to relearn each time you wrote it:
There is a decency,
A love of things as they are,
not as they might become,
A real acceptance of dailiness.
You taught us,
life in a human way.
How to proceed?
After the last no is a new no,
Empirical, out of breath:
Like landscape in late Cezanne,
Such distance from life and humanity, such brushwork.
Devolve from infinitude
Into something important,
a bend in the road, an aside.
Always the same motif, but a different idiom.
Always the same tune,
but a different dance.
Gospel and hillside restructured and given the devil's words.
You know how it is,
a verb here, a smudge there, and then
Everything comes together.
Everything hooked up and screwed down in its single place.
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An object, an acolyte
Of exit's devotional —
For someone who saved his own life more times than once,
surely you've got a leg up
Now on the tide's slip and salmon run.
Your words, if the devil's words they are, give him his due and
then some.





ELA ALEXANDER'S first book,
was published in 1985 in the
Yale Younger Poets series. She
is now working on Ornitho-
logical Biography, a sequence
based on the life of John James
Audubon.
This is BONNIE AUSLAND-
ER's first appearance in FIELD.
She teaches at Plymouth State
College in New Hampshire.
JUDITH BERKE's first collec-
tion will appear in 1989 from
Wesleyan. She has poems re-
cently appearing, or soon to
appear, in Poetry, The Antioch
Review, The Iowa Review and
The Atlantic.
RALPH BURNS teaches at the
University of Arkansas at Lit-
tle Rock. He has had poems re-
cently in Poetry and is circulat-
ing a new collection tentatively
titled For Luck.
We welcome the return of
MARTHA COLLINS to the
pages of FIELD. She has re-
cently finished a novel and is at
work on a new collection of
poems. Her first. The Catas-
trophe of Rainbows, was pub-
lished by Cleveland State Uni-
versity in 1985. She directs the
Creative Writing Program at
the University of Massachu-
setts, Boston.
DEBORAH DIGGES is enjoy-
ing a Guggenheim Fellowship
this year. Her second book of
poems. Late in the Millenium,
is due from Knopf next year. A
collection of non-fiction, Fugi-
tive Spring, is scheduled for
the year following, also from
Knopf.
JUDITH HEMSCHEMEYER is
teaching this year at Smith.
Her most recent collection of
poems, an AWP winner, is The
Ride Home (Texas Tech). Her
translations of Akhmatova,
The Complete Poems, are due
next year from Zephyr Press.
LAURA JENSEN is a frequent
contributor to FIELD. Her es-
say in our last issue, "Lessons
in Form," brought a number of
admiring comments in the mail.
Her most recent collection of
poems is Shelter (Dragon
Gate).
Among SHIRLEY KAUFMAN's
many accomplishments are her
translations of the Dutch poet
JUDITH HERZBERG, collected
in But What (FIELD Transla-
tion Series 13). Poet and trans-
lator will be giving a reading
tour of the United States in the
spring of 1989.
KARL KROLOW's On Account
Of: Selected Poems appeared
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in the F/ELD Translation Series
in 1985.
MARILYN KRYSL teaches at
the University of Colorado at
Boulder. Her latest book is
Mozart, Westmoreland and
Me, a collection of short stories.
TOM LUX teaches at Sarah
Lawrence. His most recent book
is Half Promised Land (Hough-
ton Mifflin). An earlier collec-
tion, Sunday, will be reissued
this fall by Carnegie-Mellon.
SANDRA MCPHERSON'S
new book of poems. Streamers,
is due this month from Ecco
Press. She directs the Creative
Writing Program at the Uni-
versity of California at Davis.
LENORE MAYHEW's transla-
tions include work from Chi-
nese and Japanese poets as well
as from Russian. She is teach-
ing this year at the University
of Hong Kong.
STANLEY PLUMLY's poems
in this issue are part of a new
manuscript that will be pub-
lished late next year by Ecco
Press.
MARCIA SOUTHWICK
teaches at the University of
Nebraska, Lincoln. She is the
author of The Night Won't
Save Anyone (Georgia), Con-
necticut: Eight Poems (Pym-
Randall Press), and Her Six
Difficulties and His Small
Mistakes (Labyrinth Editions).
ROBERTA SPEAR is the au-
thor of Silks and Taking to
Water, both from Holt, Rine-
hart, and Winston. She lives in
Fresno, California.
"A strange kind of stealthy
torque" is present in WILLIAM
STAFFORD'S poems, "accord-
ing to a review modestly writ-
ten by the author himself"
about his latest book. An Ore-
gon Message (Harper and
Row). His latest prose book.
You Must Revise Your Life, is
part of the University of Mich-
igan Press series of writers on
writing.
LEE UPTON's second book of
poems. Constant Mercy, was a
selection in the National Poet-
ry Series. It will be published
by Atlantic Monthly Press.
C.D. WRIGHT teaches at
Brown. Her most recent book
is Further Adventures With
You (1986).
CHARLES WRIGHT is a fre-
quent contributor to FIELD.
His Zone Journals appeared last
spring from Farrar, Straus and
Giroux.
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